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1: Teaching Music in the Primary School: Joanna Glover: Continuum
Teaching Music in the Primary School Welcome to all students working with me this year on the PGCE and BA music
classes. This page has all the links to the various sessions, resources and activities that we'll be work through together.

Social, physical, spiritual, mathematical, linguistic, cultural, scientific, historicalâ€¦ yet alone musical
development! And parents love a musical school. Instinctively they know that music is good for their children.
Speaking to teachers, and for all their enthusiasm, it became clear that many face a considerable struggle to
implement a solid, progressive music curriculum and quality extra-curricular music activities in their schools.
Music is a subject where the leader needs to acquire expertise. It is not, in my opinion, a subject to be passed
on to a different staff member each year. A good primary music leader needs time to accumulate experience,
plan a solid scheme of work, see that scheme of work in practice and make sure other staff are skilled up and
confident to teach it. Time is needed to establish instrument lessons and timetables, and build good
relationships with visiting peripatetic staff. They might also need time to establish orchestras, bands and
choirs. A music leader who is allowed to develop into the role over time, will persevere at encouraging
children in their school to learn an instrument, and is much more likely to set up and maintain ensembles with
longevity. Time to prepare singing practices in assemblies, if regular, quality singing is to be expected of
children; time to collect and organise quality music recordings for children to listen to as they enter assembly;
time to make the music room attractive and inviting. These little touches make a difference as to whether
children, parents and staff perceive their school as a musical school or not, and therefore value the subject.
Similarly, there are schools where music is taught on a once-a-fortnightly rota. As a proponent of music and
singing happening in primary classrooms every day, this is a worry. Via extra curricular offers from
SoundStorm? Music leaders need a budget. A zero budget for music is hugely challenging. Senior leadership
might also consider subsidising individual or small group instrument lessons for children, through pupil
premium or otherwise, where appropriate. Schools will often buy in a whole class instrumental project from
SoundStorm , but the subsequent take-up of individual musical instrument lessons afterwards which is, after
all, the point of a whole class project can be very low. And think how proud the school would be if former
pupils played for the Bournemouth Symphony Orchestra in the future! It is incredibly rewarding, and a good
music leader can transform the culture of a school. Do not sell yourselves short! How SoundStorm can
helpâ€¦â€¦ We can help you develop a music education plan that considers the needs of all students and that
links to local opportunities. We can organise CPD during your inset days, attend staff meetings to promote the
benefits of music education, link you to other subject leaders and help you articulate a budget proposal to
support the delivery of your ambitions. Join our mailing list
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2: Teaching Music in the Primary School 2/e - Google Books
Teaching Music in the Primary School (Children, Teachers and Learning) This text looks at the nature of children's
learning in music in the context of current thinking in primary education. Two of the chapters are written by primary
teachers.

The best-selling, modern resource for primary music â€” online, easy-to-use and great value Complete scheme
to teach the national curriculum for music Vast library of songs, topics, instrument courses and creative apps
Support for assessment, SEND and personalised teaching and learning Watch the video Free day trial See for
yourself why Musical School is having such an enormous impact on the teaching and learning of music. It is
ideal for specialist and non-specialist teachers and provides lesson plans, assessment, clear progression, and
engaging and exciting whiteboard resources for every lesson. The Scheme supports all the requirements of the
national curriculum and is absolutely in line with published Ofsted guidance. Musical School Learning The
learning within this Scheme is based on: Everything is clearly and simply explained and the planning support
is extensive. Interactive Teaching Resources Because the on-screen resources are so visual and supportive and
everything is at your fingertips, every lesson is full of music and the children enjoy every moment. What
teachers say Musical School has given my staff the confidence and the resources to deliver exciting music
lessons. The sessions are quick and easy to organise and can successfully be taught by non- music specialists.
The children clearly enjoy the dynamic, fun and stimulating sessions and our teachers are learning valuable
new skills. Julie Brown, Headteacher I think Charanga is absolutely fantastic. I use the recorder course with
my clubs and they love all the songs. I look forward to some more exciting resources. Anyone can teach with
this Scheme because the on-screen resources give you so much support. Key facts The Scheme has lesson
plans, assessment, and stunning resources for every lesson across the whole school. A simple low-cost annual
fee for your school includes unlimited access for every teacher. Use online OR download with no limits and
no extra payments. In essence, there are three aspects to the assessment: End of Key Stage Expectations with
the expected musical learning against which to assess One-page lesson plans with the facility for you to
formatively continuously assess A digital evidence storage facility to help you build a musical E profile for
classes and individual pupils Updates to Musical School Scheme for We constantly seek to improve what we
do and respond to the feedback we get from teachers. Changes have been made to the autumn half term units
to give options and flexibility at the time of year when you need it most. Free day trial See for yourself why
Musical School is having such an enormous impact on the teaching and learning of music. Freestyle A vast
library of music resources While for many teachers the Scheme may be the part of Charanga Musical School
they use the most, many teachers also like the more flexible Freestyle approach provided by the Musical
School resource library. From this library, you can choose from a range of music resources which you might
want to mix in with your own resources. You can also use the library to find resources linked to many other
areas of music-making in your school. What teachers say We have been using Charanga for almost 2 years
now and have found it a great resource for introducing our primary school children to a range of musical
disciplines. Its lesson plans are comprehensive, easy to follow and most important of all In addition, this is all
supported by a great technical support team. Units Stand-alone Units of Work for all ages, presented in a
flexible way and covering a wide range of musical genres. Some of the units are full-blown musical
productions for seasonal festivals including Christmas, Harvest and Diwali. Instrumental and other courses
Easy-to-teach courses for recorder, ukulele, violin, djembe, hip hop and more. These excellent easy-to-follow
courses provide progressive week-by-week lessons, interactive teaching resources, printouts and planning.
Creative Apps The Rhythm Grids are great for introducing simple compound 2, 3 and 4-beat time signatures.
Music Explorer An exciting new app to support lots of different musical activities including pulse games,
listening skills, improvising, composing and use of notation. Percussion Writer A great way to play along with
excerpts from famous works or create your own simple classroom percussion pieces. Musical Toolkit
Supports the learning and understanding of music concepts such as pulse, rhythm and pitch. The Toolkit
contains engaging cartoons which the children will enjoy watching time and time again. You can mix and
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match resources by creating your own personal lessons and courses. Listening Centre This is a colourful
collection of music covering a wide range of periods, styles and genres. There are 4 sections: Listen by style
genre and era with well over musical works to choose from Active Listening â€” a guided Classical music
library with questions and answers, fast facts and historical context Listening Calendar â€” library of listening
for every month of the year linking musical listening to specific dates BBC Ten Pieces â€” An exciting new
BBC-led initiative for primary schools focusing on Classical music and creativity Charanga Sing Charanga
Sing is a brand new teaching resource aimed at encouraging everyone to sing more! Extensive research has
shown the undeniably positive impact singing has on emotional, physical and mental well-being. This is the
reason why singing features so highly in music curricula and on educational agendas â€” as well as simply
being a great thing to do! Charanga Sing contains a growing bank of over songs presented in a way that is
intuitive to use whether by vocal specialists, confident singers or those just keen to encourage more singing
every day. There are songs for all occasions, all ages and for all groupings from soloists to massed choirs. The
repertoire covers a wide range of styles, cultures and purposes, with each one carefully picked to be included
in the song bank. What teachers say A fantastic, easy to use singing resource for all primary ages, covering a
wide range of musical styles. There are great opportunities for extension activities for your most able groups
of singers. Vocal Coach A vocal health section all about taking care of the voice with fantastic body and vocal
warm-ups, exercises and popular tongue twisters. For older children A wide range of unison and 2 or more
part songs. Some are specially composed or traditional, many are new and very well-known from popular
shows, musicals and pop artists â€” all ideal for encouraging every one of your pupils to sing. Key facts There
is no limit to the number of songs you can use online and no limits on downloads. Access to everything you
see here, along with the Scheme and Freestyle library, is included in the simple, low-cost annual fee for your
school. SEND in Musical School Supporting teachers working with children and young people with special
educational needs and disabilities. SEND in Musical School is undergoing much new development work at the
moment with the help of some great partners, so watch this space. They learn about turn taking, anticipation,
working with others, respect and appreciation of others, making choices and building self-esteem. Our music
sessions are the only lesson during the week where staff and students applaud themselves at the end! It has
avatars, musical games, quizzes and beginner instrumental courses that you can provide for all the children in
your school. Key facts over , children have used Music World since we introduced it a couple of years ago.
Like everything else in Musical School, access for every child is included in the simple, low-cost annual fee
for your school. Does the Musical School Scheme work? In addition, our Musical School teacher survey to
which we had almost responses, showed the following highly encouraging feedback from both specialist and
non-specialist music teachers. A survey of teachers using the Musical School programme CPD and Training
for Musical School Twilight training â€” for groups of schools Twilight training events are held regularly at
local schools and music centres across the area. These face-to-face training events are further supported with
opportunities for self-directed online learning through a wide range of help and support guides, a named CPD
contact person and a helpdesk for technical issues. In-school training â€” just for your school Discover the
comprehensive Musical School Scheme of Work developed to meet the national curriculum and the teaching
approach favoured by Ofsted. See how the Units of Work, Topics and Instrumental Courses can support
themed learning and how to build your own lessons from the library of resources and share them with your
colleagues and pupils. Arrange Training To arrange your training session contact Charanga on or info
charanga. Teachers did well over one million hours of teaching with Musical School over the past year. Is
there any training available? We run over Musical School training sessions every year, in addition to those run
by music hubs up and down the country. We can always provide you with high-quality training. While
Musical School is totally in line with Ofsted guidance and it does a massive amount to support your teaching,
Ofsted inspection is always about the teaching so we do like to highlight our little sign. How does the free trial
work? Sign up and we will then send you a login which will be activated for 30 days. We do not take any
payment details for the trial. How much does it cost and is it an annual fee? It is an annual fee but upgrades are
free. Find out the exact cost for your school. What does Charanga mean?
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3: 5 ways music education could be improved in primary schools | SoundStorm Music Education Agency
10 resources for teaching music and tell us your thoughts on the state of music education. Five resources for primary
students Trust might be useful when teaching music in school.

Nearly everyone enjoys music, whether by listening to it, singing, or playing an instrument. But despite this
almost universal interest, many schools are having to do away with their music education programs. Read on
to learn why music education is so important, and how it offers benefits even beyond itself. Musical training
helps develop language and reasoning: Students who have early musical training will develop the areas of the
brain related to language and reasoning. The left side of the brain is better developed with music, and songs
can help imprint information on young minds. A mastery of memorization: Even when performing with sheet
music, student musicians are constantly using their memory to perform. The skill of memorization can serve
students well in education and beyond. Students learn to improve their work: Learning music promotes
craftsmanship, and students learn to want to create good work instead of mediocre work. This desire can be
applied to all subjects of study. Students who practice with musical instruments can improve their hand-eye
coordination. Just like playing sports, children can develop motor skills when playing music. A sense of
achievement: Learning to play pieces of music on a new instrument can be a challenging, but achievable goal.
Students who master even the smallest goal in music will be able to feel proud of their achievement. Kids stay
engaged in school: An enjoyable subject like music can keep kids interested and engaged in school. Student
musicians are likely to stay in school to achieve in other subjects. Music is the fabric of our society, and music
can shape abilities and character. Students in band or orchestra are less likely to abuse substances over their
lifetime. Students of music can be more emotionally developed, with empathy towards other cultures They
also tend to have higher self esteem and are better at coping with anxiety. Students learn pattern recognition:
Children can develop their math and pattern-recognition skills with the help of musical education. Playing
music offers repetition in a fun format. Students who have experience with music performance or appreciation
score higher on the SAT. One report indicates 63 points higher on verbal and 44 points higher on math for
students in music appreciation courses. Students who practice music can have better auditory attention, and
pick out predictable patterns from surrounding noise. Music builds imagination and intellectual curiosity:
Introducing music in the early childhood years can help foster a positive attitude toward learning and
curiosity. Music can be relaxing: Students can fight stress by learning to play music. Soothing music is
especially helpful in helping kids relax. Musical instruments can teach discipline: Kids who learn to play an
instrument can learn a valuable lesson in discipline. They will have to set time aside to practice and rise to the
challenge of learning with discipline to master playing their instrument. Preparation for the creative economy:
Investing in creative education can prepare students for the 21st century workforce. The new economy has
created more artistic careers, and these jobs may grow faster than others in the future. Development in creative
thinking: Kids who study the arts can learn to think creatively. This kind of education can help them solve
problems by thinking outside the box and realizing that there may be more than one right answer. Music can
develop spatial intelligence: Students who study music can improve the development of spatial intelligence,
which allows them to perceive the world accurately and form mental pictures. Spatial intelligence is helpful
for advanced mathematics and more. Kids can learn teamwork: Many musical education programs require
teamwork as part of a band or orchestra. In these groups, students will learn how to work together and build
camaraderie. Performing a musical piece can bring fear and anxiety. Doing so teaches kids how to take risks
and deal with fear, which will help them become successful and reach their potential. With encouragement
from teachers and parents, students playing a musical instrument can build pride and confidence. Musical
education is also likely to develop better communication for students. Teachers, Music Parents, Students, and
Advocates: Check out these other resources:
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4: Musical School - Whole School Primary Music Teaching Resources
Teaching Music Creatively is packed with practical, innovative ideas for teaching music in a lively and imaginative way,
together with the theory and background necessary to develop a comprehensive understanding of creative teaching
methods. It is an invaluable resource for all those training to become primary school teachers, as well as.

Pick three children to hold up the signs. Create a reverent atmosphere Have prelude music playing as the
children enter the Primary room. Involve children by asking them to play Primary songs on the piano,
woodwind or string instruments as part of the prelude or postlude. Involve the children Help children
participate in prelude music by having each child join in singing as they enter the Primary room. For instance,
songs about sacred topics should be taught with respect and reverence. Put your finger on your nose. Now,
watch when I lower my hands and sing the song more quietly and slowly. Hold your hands apart in front of
you and invite the children to watch as you sing. The closer you move your hands together, the softer they
should sing. Wiggle song Use an activity song to help get out wiggles. Finish with a quiet request for everyone
to sit and fold their arms. Then sing and do the actions together. Divide into groups Divide into two groups
and have one group sing only the first two words of each phrase and have the other group complete the phrase.
Change groups and repeat. You can divide the groups in many ways: Fill in the blank Sing a song and leave
out three important words. Ask the children to tell you the missing words. Talk about the meaning of the
words. Stick Figures Draw the song in stick figures on the board as you sing. Question Power Divide into
groups, one group singing the song while the other group comes up with a question that is answered in the
song. Write questions on the board that can be answered as the children sing the song. Key Words Write key
words from the song on different pieces of paper. When one paper is held up, the children do not sing that
word. Or, each time you sing through a song, ask the children to listen for key words, rhyming words, or
repeated words. Questions and Answers Introduce each phrase of a song by having children listen for the
answer to a question while you sing the phrase to them. OR, have the children stand when they sing the
questions in a song and sit when they sing the answers. Repeat in a variety of ways Repetition helps the
children learn new songs. Repeat songs in a variety of ways, such as whispering, humming, clapping the beat,
varying the tempo, or singing while sitting and standing. Reverent Feet Reverently march or walk to the
rhythm or tempo of a song. Stand on one foot for one phrase and the other foot for the next phrase. Sequence
Pictures and Wordstrips Choose pictures that represent phrases of the song or make wordstrips of each phrase
of the song. Display them in the wrong order or creatively place them around the room and have children put
them in order as they sing the song several times. As the child re-enters the room have the children begin to
sing. The closer the searcher gets to the object the louder the children sing. The farther he is from the object
the softer they sing, or have them stand and sit. Guessing bag Put objects that represent the words in a song in
a bag. Have a child choose one object out of the bag. Ask the child what the object represents in the song.
Have the children who have chosen the objects stand in the correct order of the words in the song. Bean Bag
Toss Invite a child to toss a beanbag or crumpled piece of paper into a basket. If they make it on the first try,
have the children sing the verse once; if it takes two tries, have them sing it twice, and so on. Pass an object
Pass an object and sing until the pianist stops playing; then the child holding the object has to say the next
word in the song or answer a question that reinforces the message of the song. Different singing styles Make a
cube out of paper or cardboard. On each side of the cube write a different way to sing clap the melody, do
hand actions, boys sing, girls sing, hum the melody, sing softly, boys lip-sync while girls sing, girls lip-sync
while boys sing, etc. Invite a child to roll the cube to decide how they will review the song. Ask them to write
their favorite Primary song and their name on it. Put them in a container. Choose a few to sing. Tell the
children that Primary songs can be a source of comfort, guidance and inspiration and that we can sing them
almost anytime, anywhere. Draw Draw pictures that represent the words in a song to help the children picture
the words in their minds. The children could also help you draw the pictures. First letter Write the first letter of
each word of a phrase from a song to help the children remember the words or to guess the song. Return to the
Music main page.
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5: National Association for Music Education (NAfME)
This article reports on an investigation of the teaching of music by non-music specialists in the primary school. In
particular, it examines attitudes to teaching music, factors affecting teachers' confidence, the relationship between
confidence and training, support for music teaching, teaching experience and musical background.

From the ages of around four to 11, students are taught many important skills from a series of teachers.
Finding the best teaching methods and strategies to encourage learning and create a comfortable educational
setting is essential when preparing children for their academic careers. Active Listening Use active listening as
a teaching method in assisting children who might not have the verbal skills needed to fully express
themselves. Active listening is similar to play-by-play sportscasting in that teachers describe activities and
behaviors to children while they are performing the action. Active listening techniques also help during an
exchange between students when feelings are not properly expressed. Not only does active listening assist
with resolving conflict in the classroom, it also aids in teaching by streaming directions and information to
primary students. Constructive Feedback Offering positive feedback is a way that elementary educators help
educate and guide their students. Constructive feedback offers students direct praise for a job well done. By
incorporating constructive feedback methods into the classroom, teachers acknowledge children when they are
on task or following directions. This feedback also encourages other children to follow the lead of the child
receiving the praise. This approach of praising a child for good behavior is significantly more impactful than
punishment for a student who is having difficulty following the rules. Peer teaching encourages children to
help each other and work together. If one child is excelling in an area where another child is having difficulty,
teaming the two for a joint project encourages them to learn from each other. Peer teaching can also be
accomplished with individual projects that are then presented to classroom peers. Task Lists Working together
can encourage learning and community among children. Creating job charts or classroom lists is a way to list
and track daily duties that need to be completed. Allow the children to select who is in charge for the day and
who will complete specific tasks on the list. Working together encourages classroom harmony and allows
children to take turns being in charge of a task. This further can build self-esteem and encourage
communication. Stay Educated While many aspects of teaching in elementary school have to do with teacher
to student interactions, teachers can also utilize professional development and outside learning options as a
tool. By keeping up with trends and new ideas in primary education, teachers are able to introduce new ideas
and teaching methods into their classroom.
6: 20 Important Benefits of Music In Our Schools - NAfME
Caryl Roese lectured in music education at the University Wales Institute, Cardiff, for most of her professional life. She
had extensive previous teaching experience in both primary and secondary schools in Britain and South Africa, where
she lectured.

7: BBC - School Radio - School Radio - Music
Are you a music subject leader, a music lesson plan co-ordinator, a head teacher or simply looking for creative teaching
in primary schools? My name is Tom Veck.

8: BBC - Schools Ages - Music Sites
Nearly everyone enjoys music, whether by listening to it, singing, or playing an instrument. But despite this almost
universal interest, many schools are having to do away with their music education programs. This is a mistake, with
schools losing not only an enjoyable subject, but a subject that.
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9: Teaching Music in the Primary School | Jonathan Savage
The music from www.enganchecubano.com If you click the link above, you will see the music that includes Russell M.
Nelson. How can we help the children recognize the 17 different prophets we have had from Joseph Smith to Russell .
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